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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

INTRODUCTION 
Tourism Research Australia (TRA) and Tourism Western Australia contracted Metrix 
Consulting to research the expectations and requirements of regional airport users in Sydney 
and Melbourne, and the likelihood of those airport users visiting the South West region in 
Western Australia (WA). The findings will provide key Government stakeholders and industry 
with guidance on how to adapt to the needs and wants of potential consumers. This will 
ensure conditions are optimal for the commencement of direct flights from Australia’s east 
coast to the South West region of WA. Findings from this research will also be applicable to 
other regional airports in Australia. 

KEY FINDINGS 

 n Of the Sydney and Melbourne airport users who had visited the South West region, 84% 
had visited the Margaret River region, which suggests the Margaret River region was the 
key driver of visitation to the South West.

 n Of those who had visited the region before, 49% stated they knew what the region had 
to offer as a holiday destination, while only 23% of those who hadn’t visited before stated 
they had knowledge of the region’s offerings.

 n Once prompted with a description of the Margaret River region, the majority of airport 
users (61%) found the Margaret River region ‘very’ or ‘extremely appealing’ as a place to 
visit. 

 n The introduction of direct flights would further drive consideration of the region as a 
holiday destination. 

 n There was sufficient evidence to suggest that completion of the upgrades to the 
Busselton-Margaret River Regional Airport would be beneficial in driving visitation to the 
region.

 n While there was little to no difference in expectations of facilities and services between a 
major and regional airport, there was an understanding that the scale of these services 
and facilities would be smaller with fewer options available. However, the same standards, 
professionalism and delivery of facilities and services would be required at regional 
airports.  

 n The most important services and facilities to airport users were transport, food and 
beverage, lounge areas, banking services and parenting rooms. 

Cover image courtesy of Tourism Western Australia

The Margaret River region in WA had great appeal as a place to visit, but knowledge of what the 
region offered as a holiday destination was limited

Airport users expected the same facilities and services at regional airports as they did at major 
airports, albeit on a lesser scale

Courtesy of Tourism Western Australia
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APPROACH 
A 15-minute online survey was conducted at Sydney and Melbourne during May 2016, with 
respondents screened to include only those who had flown within Australia or overseas and 
would consider a holiday or break in Australia in the next five years. This sample group of 
2,009 respondents – referred to as ‘airport users’ throughout this summary – comprised 
1,005 airport users from Sydney and 1,004 from Melbourne. 

A series of thirty 10-minute qualitative interviews were then conducted with a random 
selection of the sample from both Sydney and Melbourne in May and June 2016. 

TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR OF AIRPORT USERS
 n Two-thirds of airport users had flown into major regional (i.e. Gold Coast and Cairns) or 

regional (i.e. Ballina Byron, Broome and Hamilton Island) airports in Australia.

 n Over half of all airport users had never flown to a regional airport within WA.

 n Higher income earners were significantly more likely to fly regionally. 

 n Sydney airport users (40%) were significantly more likely to fly regionally more frequently 
(once a year or more) than Melbourne airport users (33%).

 n Gold Coast, Cairns and Broome were the most recently frequented major regional or 
regional airports.

 n There was a clear expectation that a stopover in another regional location would not be 
included in a flight to a regional airport in Australia. 

 n Online was the preferred booking channel for flights to regional airports. 

 n Half of recent flights to regional airports were booked directly through the airline’s website.

 n Overall, the type of airline used to fly to a regional airport was less important to airport 
users.

 n Qualitative feedback suggested that expectations of the size of the aircraft may differ 
depending on the specific routes taken and the length of flight. 

 n Qualitative feedback suggested that there were mixed impressions of the cost of flights to 
a regional airport. 

 n Just under half of airport users preferred not to travel on small aircraft (less than  
34 seats). 

FIGURE 1: LIKELIHOOD OF BOOKING FLIGHTS BY METHOD

1 2

1  Fly to a regional airport at least once a year
2  Fly to a regional airport less than once a year
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AIRPORT USERS’ EXPECTATIONS OF REGIONAL 
AIRPORTS

 n There was little to no difference in expectations of the types of services and facilities that 
should be available at major and regional airports. 

 n Airport services and facilities were prioritised very similarly across major and regional 
airports.

 n While some services and facilities were considered a ‘must have’ for regional airports, 
airport users did not expect them to be of the same scale as a major airport (e.g. a small 
local café rather than a large chain). 

 n A café, a lounge area, somewhere to attend to a child and a newsagency were the base 
facilities required at a regional airport for airport users. 

 n Transport was the most expected service at both regional and major airports, and 
included provision of taxis, public transport links and shuttle buses.

Courtesy of Tourism Western Australia

FIGURE 2: PREFERRED TRANSPORT IN AND AROUND AIRPORT
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FIGURE 3: EXPECTATIONS OF SERVICES AND FACILITIES

SERVICES REGIONAL AIRPORT 
MUST HAVE

MAJOR AIRPORT 
MUST HAVE

% %

Taxi rank 52 65

Public transport links 52 57

Shuttle bus to nearest town 51 59

ATM/Banking facilities 49 55

Car rental 46 56

Lost property 41 46

Tourism maps/brochures 41 50

Wi-Fi access - free 39 43

Phone services 38 48

Tourist information centre 29 36

FACILITIES REGIONAL AIRPORT 
MUST HAVE

MAJOR AIRPORT 
MUST HAVE

% %

Café 42 49

Departure lounge 29 35

Arrival lounge 29 34

Parenting rooms 27 29

Restaurant 25 33

Newsagency 23 25

Bar 16 18

Retail outlets 15 21

Observation areas 15 18
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AIRPORT USERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF THE MARGARET 
RIVER REGION AND THEIR INTENTION TO VISIT

 n The majority of airport users (61%) found the Margaret River region ‘very’ or ‘extremely 
appealing’ as a place to visit.

 n Older age groups, empty nesters and families were significantly more likely to find the 
region appealing. 

 n Overall, 24% of airport users in Sydney and Melbourne had visited the South West region 
of WA, and 19% had visited the Margaret River region. 

 n  Melbourne airport users were significantly more likely than Sydney airport users to have 
visited the Margaret River region. 

 n Of the Sydney and Melbourne airport users who had visited the South West region, 84% 
had visited the Margaret River region, which suggests the Margaret River region was the 
key driver of visitation to the South West.

 n Most visitors to the Margaret River region had only visited once. 

 n The introduction of direct flights would increase travel intentions to the Margaret River 
region. Without direct flights, 27% of airport users were ‘very’ or ‘definitely likely’ to travel 
to the region, while this jumped to 39% when asked their travel intentions if direct flights 
were available.

 n More flight options were preferred, with at least one in three airport users seeking daily 
flights. 

 n Morning flights to the Margaret River region were preferred by 47% of airport users, but 
there was no preference for what day of the week the flight was scheduled.

FIGURE 5: IMPACT OF DIRECT FLIGHTS ON MARGARET RIVER 
VISITATION 

27%
BEFORE DIRECT FLIGHTS
‘VERY’ & ‘DEFINITELY LIKELY’ TO VISIT

39%
AFTER DIRECT FLIGHTS
‘VERY’ & ‘DEFINITELY LIKELY’ TO VISIT

FIGURE 4: VISITATION TO THE MARGARET RIVER REGION

 Of the 84%

Frequency of  
visitation to the 

Margaret River region 

Visitation to the 
Margaret River region 
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DRIVING REGIONAL AIRPORT USAGE
 n Although respondents understood the scale of services and facilities would be smaller in 

regional airports than in major airports, the same standards, professionalism and delivery 
of facilities and services would be required at regional airports.  

 n The priorities will be to ensure transport, food and beverage, lounge areas, banking 
services and parenting rooms are readily available in regional airports. 

 n Balancing travellers’ needs with budget constraints and prioritising the delivery of facilities 
and services at the airport accordingly will be an important factor. 

 n There was sufficient evidence to suggest that completion of the upgrades to the 
Busselton-Margaret River Regional Airport would be beneficial in driving visitation to the 
region. 

Courtesy of Tourism Western Australia
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